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Atomer i den øvre del med innskutt lag
blir komprimert

Atomer i det nedre del blir strukket

Kant dislokasjon
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Bevegelse av dislokasjon

Bevegelse av en dislokasjon
betyr en liten plastisk 
formforandring

Flytting en atomavstand 
krever meget
lite energiforbruk (symmetri)



Bevegelse av dislokasjoner  = plastisk deformasjon

Kant dislokasjons
glidning

Skrue dislokasjons
glidning

Kant dislokasjons
klatring (Climb)



The extra half-plane of atoms lies on a plane symmetrically located between the

 

two lower atoms and it has pushed 
•First nearest neighbors,         2L and 1 R, off their lattice sites by 1/3a
•Second nearest neighbors,   3L and 2R, off by 1/5a
•Third neighbors,                    4L and 3R, are unaffected.
If a shear stress causes all of the atoms to be shifted just a small amount into the open circle positions, 
the extra half-plane will now be located one lattice parameter length, a, to the right at position 2.

After the extra half-plane of atoms has shifted to position 2 it is composed of all different atoms.
The atoms that made up the extra half-plane at position 1 have shifted only a small amount, 1/6a, 
and by so doing they have moved off the symmetry plane, while the atoms at 1R have shifted 1/6a onto

 

the symmetry plane 
(and now make up the extra half-plane at position 2).

Consider atom 3R. As the extra half-plane moves to the right, this atom will be shifted progressively to its right. Atom 3R
will be shifted to the right by !a when the extra plane lies on top of it, and will be shifted to the right by exactly a after the extra 
plane has moved well past it. 

Consequently, the net effect of the passage of the dislocation is to shift the upper atoms to the right by a. 
This shift is accomplished by a local disturbance, restricted to

 

the region immediately around the dislocation, similar to the motion 
of a wave running

 

along the surface of a pond.
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Bevegelse av en dislokasjon et plan (til høyre) betyr egentlig relativt små
forskyvninger. 

I tillegg vil et atom i ugunstisk energetisk posisjon forskyves til 
en gunstig, men et atom symmetrisk på

 
den andre siden motsatt. 

Derfor kreves det meget liten energi for å plastisk deformere et materialer
Ved hjelp av bevegelse av (en stor mengde) dislokasjoner.



We will now consider the amount of energy required to move a dislocation. 

The motion of the atoms is symmetrical about the centerline. 
For instance the motion of atom 1 L relative to  the surrounding

 

lattice is equal and opposite to the motion of atom 1 R. 
Hence, if a chemical bond of atom 1L is stretched by a certain amount the corresponding bond to atom 1R is contracted 
by the same amount.
Therefore, the energy required to stretch bonds during this motion will be compensated by the energy released in 
contracting bonds. 

Hence, to a first approximation the energy to move a dislocation

 

will be zero. This result explains why metals are so 
much weaker than their theoretical strengths.

 

If dislocations exist on the slip systems, then their motion will occur at a 
very low shear stress and their motion will produce slip.

The motion of dislocations does require a finite shear stress may be illustrated with Fig. 4.4. The upper part of this figure 
shows a lattice with a dislocation moving to the right. The three configurations represent a motion of the extra plane to 
the right by one lattice vector, a. The energy associated with the dislocation will be the
same at positions 1 and 2. The energy will only be the same at an intermediate position if the motion of the atoms has 
been completely symmetrical as the dislocation moved to the intermediate position. The dislocation energy at 
intermediate locations will be increased over their energy at positions 1 and 2. The curves of show two possible energy 
curves giving the energy of the dislocation at all intermediate positions from 1 to 2. If the energy function
is a minimum with the dislocation located at positions 1 and 2, as is shown for both curves, then a force will be required 
to move it out of its symmetrical locations at positions 1 or 2.



Dislocation line:  The line running along that edge of the extra plane of
atoms which terminates within the crystal.
Glide plane: The plane defined by the dislocation line and the slip vector. If the 
dislocation moves in the direction of the slip vector it is said

 
to move

by glide, and the dislocation line moves along the glide plane.
Symbol: Edge dislocations are conveniently symbolized with a perpendicular
sign ┬

 
.. When the sign points up, ┴, the extra plane of atoms is

above the glide plane and the dislocation is called positive. When the sign
points down, ┬, the extra plane is below the glide plane and the dislocation
is negative.
Slip vector: The slip vector is usually called the Burgers vector and it is
formally defined as follows.

Noen begreper



Noen observasjoner

Etch-pits

 

i en nær kube orientert krystall.
Dislokasjoner ender på

 

overflata.
En svak ets angriper heterogeniteten
der –

 

fjerner (111) plan –

 

dvs

 

pyramide grop

Quenched-in
 

vakanser gir løkker og helikser

Deformasjon gir dislokasjoner, kvaser (tangles)
og  lav-vinkel

 

grenser



The dislocation loop helps illustrate a general property of a dislocation:
a dislocation cannot go part way through the crystal and then end inside the crystal. 

Closing on itself in a loop allows the dislocation to be completely contained within the 
crystal, but does not violate this rule.

One way to illustrate the impossibility of a slip dislocation ending within the crystal is to 
point out that a slipped region must have bounds and these boundaries are slip 
dislocations. 

En dislokasjon kan ikke ende inne i en krystall



Given any closed loop of dislocation, the area of this loop projected on a plane 
normal to Burgers vector cannot change unless atoms diffuse into or out of the loop. 

Diffusion occurs slowly even at high temperatures and it does not occur at all at 
lower temperatures; thus in deformation, dislocations must move so as to keep
this projected area constant. 

The loop below  has zero projected area on the plane normal to b. Increasing the 
loop diameter increases the length of edge dislocation as well as screw. However,
equal lengths of positive and negative edge dislocation are produced as the
loop expands, keeping the projected area constant.

Antall atomer i det indre er konstant (Lav temp)



The
 

dislocation
 

cannot
 

move
 

normal to the
 

glide 
plane unless

 
atoms are

 
added

 
to or removed

 from the
 

inserted
 

half plane.  

The
 

annihilation
 

of
 

vacancies
 

at an edge
 dislocation

 
can

 
move

 
the

 
dislocation

 
upward. By 

reversing
 

this
 

process
 

and creating
 

vacancies
 an edge

 
dislocation

 
can

 
climb

 
downward.

Men ! : anhilere
 

vakanser → klatre opp 
(Og vice

 
versa)

So called: Climb



Cross slip

Whereas an edge dislocation can glide on only one plane, a screw
 

dislocation has no 
area projected on a plane normal to b. Thus a pure screw dislocation can and does 
change its glide plane. Thus, if a screw dislocation moving on the (111) glide plane 
meets an obstacle, say a precipitate particle, it can change to another glide plane, say 
the (11-1). It will glide above or below the particle, and can then return to a (111) 
parallel to the original (111) glide plane. The change from the (111) primary glide 
plane to the (11-1) secondary glide plane is called cross-slip. 

The surface relief resulting from crossslip
 

is shown above. This is a schematic 
diagram showing the progress of one dislocation. The name "cross-slip" was coined 
for the macroscopic observation that the slip plane sometimes varies for a given slip-

 band to give a corrugated slip-band similar to that of Fig. 1-9c. This corrugation is 
particularly common in bcc metals where it is often referred to as "wavy slip"



Jogs and Kinks

Jog: A sharp

 

break in the

 

dislocation

 

line moving

 

it out

 

of

 

the

 

glide plane.
Kink: A sharp

 

break in the

 

dislocation

 

line not moving

 

it out

 

of

 

the

 

glide plane. -

The
 

kink segment is itself
 

a screw
 

dislocation. The

 

jog

 

segment remains

 

an edge

 

dislocation

 but

 

with

 

a new

 

glide plane. 
The

 

kink and jog

 

in a screw

 

dislocation

 

-

 

both

 

segments are

 

pure edge

 

in character. Notice

 

that

 motion

 

of

 

these

 

jog

 

and kink segments back and forth

 

across

 

the

 

crystal

 

may

 

cause

 

the

 

entire

 dislocation

 

line to advance. 



Since a dislocation is a defect, it disrupts the regularity of the lattice and thus
increases the energy of the crystal. Unlike a vacancy, whose distortion
extends out only a short distance, the strain caused by a single

 
dislocation

is still significant at distances of over 100 ao from the core. 

Two important consequences follow immediately from this. 

1. The total strain energy associated with the strain around a dislocation is quite large. 

2.
 

Through these extended strain fields, dislocations whose cores are far from each 
other still interact and change their position so as to decrease

 
the total strain energy of 

the lattice. 

Foreløpig har vi diskutert mest geometri, men når et deformert materiale blir 
varmebehandlet, så

 
vil endring i mikrostruktur hovedsaklig bli styrt av hvordan energien 

blir senket. Vi trenger derfor skjønne hvordan dislokasjoner vekselvirker
 

og 
reorganiserer seg for å

 
vinne energi. Å

 
forstå

 
energi knyttet til individuelle dislokasjoner 

og vekselvirkning mellom de, er derfor sentralt. 

Derfor må
 

vi gjennom noen slike øvelser

Dislokasjons energi  - ”pep-talk”



The stress field around a screw dislocation is the simplest. The
 

distortion is a 
pure shear in which the strain is given by

The elastic shear stress accompanying this strain is

The elastic energy of the thin shell 

This equation from elasticity is valid for small strains, but is
 

an inadequate
approximation for large strains. The core region contribute little. 

Energien av dislokasjoner



1 Es varies as In R. It depends on the size of the crystal and  the state of strain of the lattice far 
from the dislocation core. Since Es is spread over a large volume of the crystal, this means that 
dislocations will interact with one another, or with point defects over distances much greater 
than the lattice parameter ao .

2 Es is proportional to b2 This is as expected since the elastic strain is proportional to the strain 
squared. Thus the strain at any point around a dislocation is proportional to b, and Es 
proportional to b2 follows.

3 The energy of a dislocation is proportional to its length, so that the strain energy will 
decrease if the dislocation length decreases. Another way to express this is to say that the 
dislocation has a line tension just like a rubber band. Thus a curved dislocation will tend to 
decrease its length, for example, a dislocation loop will tend to shrink under the influence of 
this line tension.



The
 

energy
 

of
 

a dislocation
 

is large. If
 

ro ~ 10-7

 

cm, R ~ 10-4

 

cm, and
b ~ 3*10-8

 

cm, then
 

Es is about
 

Gb2/2 per centimeter. This
 

comes
 

out
 

to about
6 ev/plane of

 
atoms normal to the

 
dislocation

 
line, or over 108 ev/cm.

Comparison:
A vacancy

 
by has an energy

 
of

 
about

 
1 ev and  phase

 
changes: 

0.01 ev/atom for solid-state
 

transformations,
0.1 ev/atom for melting, and 
1 ev/atom for vaporization.



We have now established that:
•dislocations can give slip at relatively low shear stresses
•energy per unit length of dislocation acts as a line tension. 

To discuss how dislocations give slip in real metals, we must understand the 
interplay between the shear stress

 
which tends to expand a dislocation loop across 

the glide plane and the line tension
 

which tends to shrink the loop.

Stress to expand a dislocation loop 

Første step:  force on dislocation from shear stress  :



Force on dislocation from 

The force Fs exerted on a segment of a dislocation 
due to a shear stress   can be obtained from an 
energy balance argument. 

The volume element is acted on by a load L 
giving a shear stress: 

If this load is just sufficient to move the dislocation, the work done in moving
the dislocation a distance w is Fs w. But this work is also equal to the work
done on the crystal by the load, namely, Lb. Equating these two gives

That is, the force per unit length of dislocation is b.
This result is independent of whether the dislocation is edge or

 
screw.



Stress to expand dislocation loop
If a dislocation loop is to expand on a glide plane, 
the length of dislocation must be increased. 
The line tension is: 
the work needed to create a unit length of dislocation line. 
To a first approximation, the energy per unit length is a constant, so 
increasing the loop diameter requires that work be
done. (Ignore that the energy per unit length of dislocation
differs slightly for edge and screw dislocations) 

Consider the incremental enlargement of a circular loop. 
The increase

 

in the energy of the dislocation loop in this displacement
is 2Tdr. This energy is provided by the applied shear stress

 

which 
does work 2rFa dr in the process. Equating these two energy terms 
gives for the minimum required stress



 

= T/rb
Thus for a given stress 

 

only those loops of radius r >Tb/ 

 

will 
expand. Those with r <Tb/ 

 

will shrink.

Infinitesimal enlargement of 
dislocation loop with Burger's 
vector in plane of paper.

This equation is for instance used to:
* Calculate the required shear stress to generate new dislocations through 
the operation of something called a Frank-Read source. 
* The flow stress required to bow a dislocation segment between two 
impenetrable barriers (short distance sharp curvature high flowstress)



Dislocations are produced in metals during solidification. (107

 

cm in 1 cm3). This 
density of dislocations is totally inadequate to give the shear strain found in 
metals and greatly increases with deformation. 
Some mechanism must operate which allows new dislocations to be generated. 
This multiplication mechanism must be able to operate at a very low applied 
shear stress relative to G, that is, roughly 10-4

 

or 10-5G. 

Homogeneous nucleation of dislocations?
Assume that a small loop of radius 10b is formed by a fluctuation on a glide 
plane. A line tension of about Gb2/ 2 is needed.

 
An applied shear stress of G/ 20 

would be required to enlarge the loop. This disagrees violently with the low 
observed flow stress of <G/ 104, homogeneous nucleation is not possible.

The shear stress found to give plastic flow in single crystals can bow out loops of 
a radius of only roughly ~105b. A mechanism which meets this requirement was 
first proposed by Frank and Read:



When the dislocation leaves the glide plane it will be considered as pinned. Thus when a
 shear stress is applied, the segment in the glide plane between the pinning points will 

bow out. If the applied elastic shear stress is less than 2T/lb, the segment will come to 
equilibrium at a radius of curvature given by 

r=T/b 

Multiplication of dislocations (Frank-Read) 

If r >2T/lb the segment will bow out 
through the successive stages.



When the dislocation loop has 
expanded to this point, the slipped 
regions coming around on either side of 
the pinning points have almost met. 

When these two lobes (sløyfer) meet, the 
two separate, slipped regions merge, and 
the only remaining unslipped

 
region is 

that unshaded
 

region. 

The beauty of this mechanism is that a new dislocation loop has been generated 
without altering the original dislocation segment. Thus this segment is free to go 
through another cycle, generating another loop. This generation of successive loops 
can proceed indefinitely. Shear stresses is as observed in single crystals abd

This mechanism allows dislocation multiplication to occur at shear
stresses consistent with the observed single-crystal flow stress. 

If l=105b , T= Gb2/ 2, this segment could operate as a source for > 10-5G. 



Frank-Read
 

kilde observert i Si. Dislokasjonene dekorert med Cu
 

utfellinger



Vi har sett på
 

single dislokasjoner –
 

først rette så
 

krumme og så
 

løkker. 

Nå
 

skal vi behandle disloksjoner
 

i rader –
 

noe som blir viktig senere. 

Dislokasjoner setter opp et spenningsfelt i gitteret rundt. En mulighet er å
 

utvikle 
en ligning for skjærkreftene som den første utøver på

 
den andre ved å

 
multiplisere 

skjærspenning med Burgers vektor b: Fs

 

=b

En annen er å
 

si at kraften mellom dislokasjonene minker den totale elastiske
 energien of

 
krystallen. Fjerne dislokasjonene fra hverandre vil senke energien.

Det betyr at det er eksisterer en kraft som vil fjerne dem fra hverandre. (W=F*d)

Vekselvirkning mellom dislokasjoner

Regner ut vekselvirkning mellom skruedislokasjoner:



To parallelle
 

skrue
 

dislokasjoner
 

av
 

samme
 

fortegn
 

en avstand
 

r fra
 

hverandre
Skjærspenningen

 
på

 
den andre

 
dislokasjon

 
på

 
grunn

 
av

 
den vi har

 
plassert

 
I 

origo
 

er:

This force is repulsive and acts along a line normal to the two dislocation
lines

Denne gir at kraft pr enhetslengde er: 

Vekselvirkning mellom dislokasjoner



Interactions - Qualitatively
If

 
the

 
two

 
dislocations

 
come

 
closer

 
together, their

 
strain

 
fields

 
add, thus

 increasing
 

the
 

strain
 

around
 

them
 

and thereby
 

the
 

energy
 

of
 

the
 

crystal. 

Consider
 

the
 

case: the
 

two
 

dislocations
 

are
 

moved
 

together
 

until
 

the
 

cores
 merge

 
into

 
one

 
dislocation

 
of

 
Burgers vector

 
2b.

If
 

E1 is the
 

energy
 

of
 

a dislocation
 

of
 

Burgers vector
 

b far from any
 

other
 dislocation, the

 
energy

 
of

 
the

 
crystal

 
containing

 
the

 
two

 
merged

 
dislocations

 
is 

4E1 while
 

the
 

energy
 

for the
 

case of
 

two
 

dislocations
 

far apart
 

is 2E1

The slope is Fr which acts

 

along

 

the

 

radial line normal to the

 

two

 

dislocations

 

and E is the

 elastic

 

energy

 

of

 

the

 

crystal

 

due to the

 

two

 

dislocations. If

 

they

 

come

 

together, their

 

strain

 

fields

 tend

 

to cancel

 

one

 

another

 

until, when

 

the

 

two

 

cores

 

merge, they

 

annihilate

 

each

 

other, and the

 energy

 

goes

 

to zero. This

 

decrease

 

in energy

 

as the

 

two

 

approach

 

means

 

that

 

there

 

is an 
attractive

 

force

 

between

 

them. 



Interaction between point defects and dislocations

The interaction between dislocations and point defects can be important. The strongest
interaction occurs with impurity atoms. These locally expand or contract the lattice. 

The elastic energy of the crystal will be decreased if a large atom, one that expands the lattice, comes to reside in 
the region below the extra half plane of an edge dislocation where the lattice parameter is already increased. 
An interstitial atom which locally expands the lattice would also decrease the elastic strain energy if it diffused to 
this region. 
Substitutional

 

impurities smaller than the matrix atoms will segregate to the compressed region. In this 
approximation impurities do not interact with or segregate to screw dislocations since there is no dilatation of the 
lattice by screw dislocations.

Since the strain field set up by a dislocation extends over a large volume, impurities some distance from the core 
will be influenced by an edge dislocation and migrate toward its

 

core, provided the temperature is high
enough to let them diffuse. After an "atmosphere" of impurities has segregated to an edge dislocation,
the dislocation is said to be pinned

 

by it. 
In the absence of such an atmosphere, applied shear stress would

 

move the dislocation away. However, if the 
movement of an impurity to the dislocation core decreased the crystal energy by U, moving the dislocation would 
require an additional work of nU, where n is the number of impurity atoms adsorbed per unit length.

Low stresses are not sufficient to tear the dislocation away from its atmosphere. As a result, the dislocation can 
glide only as fast as its atmosphere can diffuse along with it. If the temperature is too low for solute diffusion, the 
dislocation will be pinned and can't move. At some higher stress

 

the dislocation will be torn away from its 
atmosphere.

Mg eksempel:



Dislokasjon blir låst av en atmosfære av Mg atomer nær kjernen. 
Når kraften er tilstrekkelig til å

 
løsrive

 
dislokasjonen 

fra atmosfærene, kan den bevege seg lett. Det blir 
Kaskader i bånd. 
Båndet treffer neste korn –

 
nytt bånd starter der slik at det forplanter seg gjennom prøve

Båndet initierer et bånd i fronten
Slik at det ser ut som et bånd som sklir oppover og nedover prøven. 

(For passende kornstørrelse og hastighet – flere uregelmessige typer også)

Fra bremsing/drag på enkelt dislokasjon til makroskopisk 
deformasjon.



Korn-grenser: Lav-vinkel grenser

This boundary made up entirely of edge dislocations is referred to as a symmetric tilt 
boundary. One lattice can be brought into coincidence with the other by a rotation of 


 
about the [100] axis normal to the paper. Note that the dislocation spacing D is 

given by the equation D= b or =b/D 

The validity of this model has been experimentally verified by checking
low ; the spacing D can be measured by etching techniques which form a pit where 
each dislocation meets the surface. 

 
is  measured by x-ray techniques.



Concerning he interaction between edge-dislocation pairs, the elastic energy of 
the lattice is a minimum when the dislocations lie one below the

 

other. Midway 
between two adjacent dislocations in the plane of the boundary, the strain fields 
cancel one another → the net strain goes from tension to compression. 
The strain at a distance much less than D from the dislocation is that of a free 
dislocation, but at distances comparable to D/2 above or below the dislocations 
the strain fields cancel out. Thus it is reasonable to approximate the energy
due to one dislocation in the wall by the equation

Korn-grense energi
Energi for skrue
og kant:



The equation for Eb

 

fits the available data well for small , say  <6°. 
For larger values of , the distortion in the boundary becomes larger and the atomic 
structure of the boundary is less well described by a dislocation model. Also, the 
small strains assumed in the elasticity theory are exceeded. 

Equivalently one could say that as D/2 approaches ro , The equation
 

becomes a very 
poor approximation. The bubble raft shows several grain boundaries of varying 

 Note that only the one with a small  is clearly described by a dislocation model.

The plot of Eb versus  is concave downward.
This means that if two low-angle boundaries, each of 
misorientation

 

1

 

merge to form a new boundary of 
misorientation

 

 2

 

= 21

 

the energy of the new boundary 
is less than that of the two initial boundaries. 

This result will be returned to in our discussion of 
annealing processes since the merging of dislocation 
arrays into fewer, higher-angle boundaries is one of the 
processes that decreases the energy of the crystal during 
annealing.

Korn-grense energi



The boundaries described above contained only edge dislocations,

 

and
separated grains rotated relative to one another about an axis which lies in
the plane of the grain boundary. If the two grains are rotated relative to one
another about an axis perpendicular to the boundary, the boundary is called
a twist boundary and can be described by two orthogonal sets of screw dis·
location. Figure 1-19 shows the arrangement of the atoms in such a boundary.
The cylinders in Fig. 1-19a show the type of rotation involved in forming such
a boundary.

Twist boundaries



Partielle dislokasjoner

The slip dislocation is 
dissociated into two partials

The faulted layer created by passing only one of these 
partial dislocations along the (111) plane is called 
a stacking fault since instead of the ABC . sequence 
one obtains ABCACABC . . . in this region. 

The energy per unit area of this stacking fault is often 
low but incorrect second nearest neighbors on one 
side.
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